EOS Destination Workshop
Sights and Lights of San Francisco at Night
Canon Pro Photographer, Lewis Kemper
San Francisco, CA

Agenda

December 11-December 13, 2015

Tentative Schedule: This is a field workshop and we will remain somewhat flexible with exact shooting segments to account for weather or any other circumstances. Outlined is the intended schedule but may be rearranged if weather interrupts us.

Day 1 – Friday, December 11, 2015

12:00pm-2:30pm: Meet at the Canon Live Learning (CLL) San Francisco showroom located at 201 California Street, Suite 100, for registration, gear loans and an introduction to night photography presentation.

3:00pm-7:30pm: We will be picked up by mini-coach bus and transported to Treasure Island. Photograph sunset and night from Treasure Island, including the new and old spans of the Bay Bridge and the San Francisco skyline across the water.

6:30pm: Boxed dinners (included in workshop fee). If nice enough we can eat outside. If too cold we would need to eat inside the bus.
7:30pm-9:00pm: Leave Treasure Island and get dropped along waterfront to continue photographing from there. Walk back CLL classroom (.5 mile)

**Day 2 – Saturday, December 12, 2015**

**9:00am-11:00am:** Morning photography session around Fisherman’s Wharf. (We will be traveling via public transportation to this field location)

**11:30am:** Return to hotel for lunch (not included in workshop fee)

**12:30pm-3:00pm:** Meet back at CLL San Francisco showroom to talk about processing night images, review and download images, demo HDR and begin image critiques.

**3:00pm-7:00pm:** Leave by mini-coach bus for Crissy Fields for sunset, and first dark images of the Golden Gate Bridge.

**6:30pm:** Boxed dinners (included in workshop fee). If nice enough we can eat outside. If too cold we would need to eat inside the bus.

**7:00pm-8:30pm:** Leave Crissy Fields and go to the Palace of Fine Arts.

**8:30pm-11:00pm:** Leave the Palace of Fine Arts and go to Ft. Baker to photograph the Golden Gate Bridge and San Francisco from the other side.

**11:30pm:** Return drop off to CLL classroom by bus service.

**Day 3 – Sunday, December 13, 2015**

**10:00am-1:00pm:** Meet at CLL showroom for image processing, critiques and printing.

**1:00pm-2:00pm:** Lunch in the classroom (included in workshop fee).

**2:00pm-2:30pm:** Return all gear loans, finish attendee prints and say farewells!